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A BSTRACT
Using existing games to conduct experiments about human-computer
interaction makes them not only more fun and natural, but in the
case of presence measurement in virtual reality also likely to be
more effective. As a contribution to current research in this area, the
environmental narrative game framework “REVEAL” was expanded
by an experiment system which allows researchers to implement
experiment scenarios without wider knowledge of the framework’s
implementation, while still collecting all necessary data.
Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—HCI design and evaluation methods—User studies;
Human-centered computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—
Interaction paradigms—Virtual reality
1 I NTRODUCTION
“REVEAL” is the name of a project which aims to advance research
and development of educational environmental narrative games in
virtual reality. Funded by the European Union through the Horizon
2020 programme, the Steel Minions game studio at Sheffield Hallam
University creates and commercially releases two full games, while
implementing the underlying system in a more general way to make
the creation of environmental narrative games easier in the future.
Fig. 1 shows two environments from the first commercial game that
was developed in the context of this project for Sony’s PlayStation
VR, using the REVEAL framework.
When selecting an appropriate locomotion technique for the
PlayStation VR, which is a stationary virtual reality setup, a novel
approach was found to combine the advantages of teleportation and
free movement. For this, a graph of nodes has to be placed in the
virtual environment. The user can navigate between adjacent nodes
by step-wise rotating their base position, looking at the target node’s
footstep icon and pressing a button on the controller. But besides
higher scores in user ratings and improved user performance, the authors found their data indicating that “rapid movement [between the
pre-defined nodes] in very short bursts (<300ms) doesn’t produce
any greater feelings of motion sickness than teleportation,” which
is “not an intuitive finding and one which deserves a greater level
of focus within the literature” [4, p. 6]. Still, they could not demonstrate “any benefits over teleportation in terms of user’s feeling of
presence,” which would be logical due to the much more natural
trajectory through the virtual environment.
Would users feel more present in a virtual environment that they
explore while rapidly moving to adjacent nodes than in one where
they get instantly teleported to adjacent nodes? This is an interesting
research question, since current virtual reality games either completely avoid locomotion or implement locomotion systems without
rapid movement [5]. Designing an experiment which will answer
this question is not an easy task, as no model of presence and therefore no way to measure it is widely accepted yet. But it is clear that
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Figure 1: “The Chantry” is the first of two educational virtual reality
games that are being created as part of the REVEAL project.

richer environments give users more to engage with and provide
better conditions for experiencing high levels of presence. With the
first full game already built on top of it, the REVEAL framework
provides a convenient opportunity to reuse this game’s assets for
the creation of an engaging experiment scenario that feels and plays
like a game, but has all necessary mechanisms for data recording
integrated. An ideal starting point for experiments that could eventually answer research questions like the one above, for example.
Unfortunately, the framework is not sufficiently flexible for this, as
it requires knowledge of most of its implementation code.
Instead of directly implementing one experiment that could fail
to answer the above research question, the framework was expanded
by an experiment system which provides general means for implementing a variety of experiments from the field of human-computer
interaction. This will make the process of creating the actual experiment much more agile and allow other researchers to answer similar
questions in the future. However, the original research question
will serve as a reference for evaluation, since it requires complex
measurements to be taken and is likely to represent a large subset
of similar questions. Because of this, the research background is
shortly summarised at the beginning of this paper to describe the
main requirements concerning the experiment system.
2

P RESENCE R ESEARCH

Measuring the dependence of presence on the employed locomotion
technique is just the first of many relevant research questions that
could be asked when thinking about how to improve the user’s
experience in stationary virtual reality setups, especially with regards
to the novel locomotion technique presented by Habgood et al. [4].
What is the most appropriate speed at which the rapid movement
should take place? Does this depend on user preference and is there a
way to determine it more precisely? How far should the locomotion
nodes be apart? Following Mohler et al. [6], how closely would they
need to match the exact eye height of the user in which scenario?
Does rapid motion, and therefore continuous movement through the
virtual environment, support the learning of its spatial layout?

All of these are interesting questions, but the general concept of
presence seems to have the most potential to holistically evaluate
features like locomotion techniques. Presence in virtual environments has already been subject to research for several decades, but
there is still no general agreement about which model most accurately reflects this multifaceted concept. While there is considerable
support of a variety of subjective presence measures in the literature [2, 12, 15], continuous efforts have been made to measure
presence more objectively by either acquiring physiological sensory
data or evaluating the naturalness of user behaviour [3, 8, 11].
The large body of literature on this topic can roughly be split into
three different categories, all of which are referenced by two fairly
recent examples in the following list:

• An important user interface relevant for data collection (and
directly required for Bouchard’s [2] real-time measure) is the
microphone of the PlayStation VR.
• General user performance data is necessary to set possible
anomalies in the main measures into context.
• Sometimes, the game logic would need to change depending
on the participant number in order to assign participants to
groups with different conditions.
• A dynamic way of recording “high-level conditions” from the
game logic is crucial for a smooth analysis.
• With many dependencies from the main REVEAL system,
enabling and disabling different data recording functionalities
is extremely error-prone, which slows development down and
makes data recording less reliable. Some sort of intermediate
interface is needed for easy customisation.

• Theoretical publications on modelling the concept [1, 14]
• Studies which examine specific aspects of the concept [7, 9]
• Studies which include presence as a dependent variable [3, 13]
All of these can be valuable sources when searching for ways to
measure presence as part of an experiment, but it can also be difficult to convincingly decide for a specific approach with so many
alternatives. Skarbez et al. [10] recently presented a comprehensive
literature survey, in which they analyse existing approaches and
give helpful advice on creating an appropriate experimental design
when dealing with presence: They recommend to choose one postquestionnaire that fits the scenario and combine it with at least one
other measure, ideally with a behavioural one, since physiological
measures have proven to only reliably evaluate presence in specific
scenarios [10, pp. 96:31–96:32].
3

E XPERIMENTAL D ESIGN

For the experiment described here, the Witmer and Singer Presence
Questionnaire and Immersive Tendencies Questionnaire [15] will
be used to assess participants’ presence after they experienced the
virtual environment. This will be complemented by the single-item
measure by Bouchard et al. [2], which participants answer in realtime. Finally, embedded in the short “story” played by participants,
behavioural measures will be taken during key events.
Behavioural measures will include unexpectedly encountering a
close-by ghost, which would lead to the well-known startle reflex
for most individuals, and at some point also seeing an object at the
ceiling (probably a chandelier) swinging towards the participant
with no immediate way out. The last measure is expected to at
least temporarily break the participant’s sense of presence, since it
will become apparent that the object does not pose a threat to them
and can easily intersect with their view, but the degree to which
they make an effort to doge it before realising this is expected to be
another strong indicator of presence.
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R EQUIREMENT A NALYSIS

This section aims to define the requirements that should be met by a
versatile experiment system in the given context.
• Habgood et al. [4] compared three of the most commonly
implemented locomotion techniques in commercial virtual
reality games, which were still considered to be relevant for
further research at the beginning of the project. Only one of
them was developed further after their study—creating the
need to reintegrate the others into the REVEAL framework.
• The head-mounted display (HMD) and the tracked controller
provide a precise source of tracking data which is vital for
evaluating real-time events like the participant’s reaction on
the behavioural measures.

5

I MPLEMENTATION

The predominant effort during the implementation phase consisted
of understanding, restructuring and expanding parts of the REVEAL
framework. Many very specific problems had to be solved which
cannot be described in this paper at length. Therefore, this section
documents the main contributions in a more synoptic form.
5.1

Source Code

The REVEAL framework is data-driven, so that most of its behaviour
can be controlled through configuration files in the JSON format.
A number of convenient “system commands” are available to the
designer, allowing to execute pre-defined behaviour with custom
parameters. There are command blocks for defining sequences
of system commands, general configuration options for specific
functionalities and a narrative graph which keeps track of the player’s
progress in the game, forming the heart of the game logic. All
command blocks are interpreted at the start and converted to an
appropriate system event which can be “fired” without additional
overhead during runtime. Any object instance which registered an
event handler will receive events once per frame.
General behaviour is defined through a mechanism similar to
a finite state machine: In parallel to a global game state, there is
always one other active game state which defines tasks that need to be
done regularly and any specific application behaviour on an abstract
level, for example how to transition from and to the main menu.
The virtual camera, tracking matrices and some interaction logic is
managed by the VR player class. One locomotion controller at a
time possesses the VR player and updates it according to controller
input. All integral entities in the system define an update handler
which receives the elapsed time since the last update and the current
controller state, including pressed buttons and joystick states.
First steps of the implementation phase included modifying the
main menu to allow the input of a participant number, creating an experiment game state, designing a dedicated experiment manager and
getting accustomed to the build process. This required a significant
time of immersion in the existing source code, which had constantly
been growing since the start of the project. Code duplication and
coupling made it sometimes difficult to fully understand sections of
code in the beginning, which reinforced the need of an appropriate
interface for researchers. Fortunately, some of the required features
had already been implemented in the past, and it often took less
effort to reconcile old source code to the current structure of the
system than to implement them from scratch. Although many steps
are required when introducing a new system command to the framework, this interface proved to be ideal for controlling the experiment
system at runtime from a designer’s point of view.

Figure 3: Visualising the experiment trigger system using the example
of two groups of participants experiencing different game logic.
Figure 2: This UML class diagram shows the basic structure of the
C++ plug-in system that was added to REVEAL.

5.2

Experiment Manager

This unit is responsible for the general flow of experiments, writing
output files and managing its subsystems. All collected data is
cumulatively written to one comma-separated values file, whose
columns can be defined through the experiment manager’s JSON
configuration file. Except for the very last line, a new line is only
appended to the output file if the value of at least one column was
updated. Updates of several column values in the same frame will
still result in just one line. This simple system keeps the file compact,
readable and easily processable in any statistics software. At the
beginning of each line, there is always the participant number and
elapsed time in seconds since the experiment started.
The system commands start experiment, end experiment and
abort experiment allow to control when the experiment, and therefore data collection should be active in the game.
5.3

Conditions

The first subsystem in the experiment manager are conditions: They
offer a way of defining an output variable by name and updating
it later using the system commands set experiment condition or
increment experiment condition. It is possible to define default
values and, if this value is a numeric JSON property, increment it
using the second system command. This makes it possible to track
arbitrary variables, for example the current experiment phase, block
number or amount of solved tasks.
One important aspect of conditions is that they always have a valid
value, which is why they are written with every new line. Although
changing the value of a condition will result in a new line being
added to the output file, their concept is more of a passive nature.
5.4

Plug-ins

Also part of the experiment manager is the much more active plug-in
system. It allows to add C++ plug-ins which are only concerned
with one specific aspect of data collection. Each specialisation of the
abstract plug-in class has a well-defined set of functions to override
in order to compile as part of the system: In addition to implementing
update and event handlers, they need to provide a unique name, reset
functionality, (optional) JSON parameter parsing and (optional)
registration of any custom system commands. Through their base
class, these specialisations can easily register any output variables
by name and manage their values through the string-based data field
interface. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the involved classes.
Plug-ins have to behave more actively than conditions because
for a new line in the output file, their data field values are considered
“old” (and as a result undefined) if they have not been updated in
the same frame. This means that if one plug-in data field value

or one condition changes, the subsequently written line contains
undefined values for all other plug-in data fields with “old” values.
An exception to this are data fields which have been constructed
with the “always up-to-date flag” set to true, essentially simulating
the behaviour of a condition for some special cases.
The following example shows how this can lead to readable
and easily processable output: A plug-in recording the locomotion
behaviour of participants stores the name of reached locomotion
nodes and the world-space distance travelled from the previous node.
While the travelled distance must only be recorded once, it would
be convenient in the analysis to also know for every subsequent
line which node participants were on. This makes sense, since
participants always have to be on some node, making the variable
eventually act like a condition. By constructing the name data field
with the “always up-to-date flag” set to true, one can always write
the field and remove the need for post-processing output files.
To activate a plug-in, its class definition has to be added to the
rv::Experiment namespace, its header included in the “ExperimentPlugins” header file and its name added to the JSON configuration
file of the experiment manager, along with any parameters.
5.5

Trigger

The last subsystem allows the definition of experiment triggers. They
are used to diverge game logic according to the participant number
under which the experiment is currently running. Each trigger has a
unique name, a list of user-defined command blocks and an interval
defining the mapping from participant numbers onto the command
blocks. Calling the system command experiment trigger with the
trigger’s name as a parameter will execute the appropriate command
block. Fig. 3 shows an example in which there are two possible
command blocks to call. With an interval of 1, the chosen command
block will alternate for every participant, with an interval of 2, it
will alternate for groups of two participants and so forth.
5.6

Locomotion Controller

When planning the project, it was not immediately clear whether
an evaluation of different locomotion techniques was to be part
of the experiment. For this reason, and because the associated
source code was highly coupled with the rest of the system,
the controller system was reengineered to the point where locomotion techniques could be switched via the system command
switch controller and toggle rapid movement for node-based techniques via set controller movement. But since there is no need to
switch controllers in the current context, most of the actual controller
implementations do not work correctly. However, having created a
dedicated controller manager, it should be simple to reimplement
them and even add new controllers in the future.

Figure 4: The optional preparation phase gives participants time to
settle in and test their controller in a neutral environment.

5.7

Preparation Phase

When executing the system command start controller check, the
experiment game state temporarily disables input in the controller
manager and plays back a fixed sequence of controller tests. During
these, participants will hear an instructor telling them to press a
specific combination of buttons. Once the correct input was detected,
they advance to the next stage. This will prepare them better for
experiments in virtual reality, especially if they are not used to the
technology yet. An optional parameter to the system command
allows a command block to be executed as “callback” afterwards.
5.8

Audio Recording

Recording the participant’s voice was made possible with the system
commands start audio recording and stop audio recording. The
experiment manager does not record audio automatically, but it will
pause and resume recording the input from the HMD’s microphone
according to which of the two commands is executed. When the
experiment ended or was aborted by the experimenter, the recorded
audio is written next to the output file in WAV format.
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E VALUATION

Whether the experiment system fulfils all requirements stated in
the requirement analysis was tested by realising the experiment
described at the beginning of this paper with its help. In a sense,
the evaluation of the experiment system could be considered an
extension of the implementation. This section will demonstrate how
easy it now is to integrate custom functionality into the REVEAL
framework and then collect any analyse all necessary data.
Five plug-ins were implemented in total, four of which perform
general data collection from specific parts of the system. The “locomotion” plug-in continuously records the name of the locomotion
node the participant stands on. When a transition is performed,
it also records the travelled distance once. The “controller” plugin records the current type of locomotion controller and whether
rapid movement is enabled or disabled, both continuously. The
“activity” plug-in measures the participant’s physical activity while
an experiment is active by accumulating two variables: The total
distance travelled by the HMD’s position and the total distance
travelled by the intersection of the participant’s view vector and
a unit sphere. For proper analysis, these values can be reset and
written to the output file together with a named marker by using
the issue activity marker system command. The “voice” plug-in
continuously records whether audio recording is active or not.
To supplement these general variables, the “HMD” plug-in allows
to record the HMD’s tracking-space matrix in real-time. Using the
system commands start hmd recording and stop hmd recording,
the recording can be controlled by user-defined command blocks.

Figure 5: This is a visualisation of a participant’s head position over
the time of 10 seconds. The left plot views onto the participant’s
back, the right plot views onto their right side. Time is colour-coded
from blue to red. Apparently, the participant examined something
more closely after 4 seconds and decided to also view it from the
left and right afterwards. Note that the actual range of movement is
only between 5 and 15 centimetres, so it could be assumed that they
probably did not need to take a step forward for this.

Optionally, a sample delay in seconds can be provided as parameter.
This allows for sampling at rates less than or equal to the game’s
frame rate. Fig. 5 shows how a visualisation of this data in a versatile
statistics software like R could look like. With consistent column
naming, the matrix can be elegantly recomposed in R. The following
code and the R library plot3D is everything one needs in order to
produce this visualisation from an unmodified output file:
# Read the last output file in the working directory :
files <- list. files ( pattern = "*.csv")
data <- read.csv( files [ length ( files )], sep = "\t")
# Extract the matrices of the first 10 recorded seconds
together with the relative elapsed time:
headerNames <- append (" elapsedTime ", paste (" HMDMatrixC ",
rep (0:3 , each = 4) , "R", 0:3 , sep=""))
matrices <- na.omit(data[ headerNames ])
startTime <- min( matrices $ elapsedTime )
matrices $ elapsedTime <- matrices $ elapsedTime - startTime
matrices <- subset (matrices , elapsedTime < 10)
#
x
y
z

Remap the coordinate axes to plot3D :
<- matrices $ HMDMatrixC3R0
<- matrices $ HMDMatrixC3R2
<- matrices $ HMDMatrixC3R1

# Draw the view onto the back of the participant at the
last frame , with the whole trajectory visible .
library (" plot3D ")
i <- nrow( matrices )
scatter3D (
x[1:i], y[1:i], z[1:i], theta = 0, phi = 0,
xlim = c(min(x), max(x)), xlab = "",
ylim = c(min(y), max(y)), ylab = "",
zlim = c(min(z), max(z)), zlab = "",
colvar = matrices $ elapsedTime [1:i],
colkey = list(side = 1, length = 0.8) ,
type = "l", clim = c(0, 10) , clab = "Time (s)",
ticktype = " detailed ", bty = "b2", lwd = 4
)
time <- round ( matrices $ elapsedTime [i], digits = 2)
text3D (
x[i], y[i], z[i], c( toString (time)),
add = TRUE , bty = "b2"
)

As shown above, the output file is already optimised for being
processed in a statistics software, which is why it does not take
more than remapping the translations onto the coordinate system
used by the plot3D library and (optional) remapping of the time,
so that it starts at 0 seconds. Naturally, it would be very simple to
generate animations with this code, calculate accumulated variables
like the total travelled distance and maximum movement speed or
plot acceleration over time. This should provide a good staring point
for a meaningful analysis of behavioural measures.
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R EFERENCES

F UTURE W ORK

Because of the time constraints of this project, there are some details
that would have certainly improved the experiment system:
• Plug-ins
Recording the HMD’s tracking-space matrix can be helpful for
analysing user behaviour. But the PlayStation VR also tracks
the controller, which would be equally helpful to record. Also,
part of the recorded activity could be an integer representing
how often the user rotated their base via the controller.
• Plug-in interface
The plug-in base class already offers an intuitive interface, but
additional means of managing data fields would be helpful. At
least an elegant visitor function or even support for frequentlyused types like vectors and matrices. This would save the
time of manually iterating through columns and even offer fast
access dependent on data type. For example, the matrix of
the “HMD” plug-in has to be manually stored in 16 columns
at the moment. Also, a general mechanism for reducing the
frequency of update calls would be helpful. This has manually
been implemented in the “HMD” and “activity” plug-ins.
• Controller System
This is not an immediate part of the experiment system, but
it has the most potential for improvement. First, the extreme
code duplication should be removed by redesigning the class
hierarchy: Just as an idea, introduce another abstract controller
class “InteractionController” for cases like the pause controller.
The abstract “LocomotionController” also inherits from this
class and is used for most controller specialisations. Also, a
“LocoNodeController” is put between this abstact class and
node-based controllers to encapsulate their similarities. Second, the implementation of the free controllers does not work
any more and should be redone. Third, with one of the free
controllers selected, the controller manager could try to map
the user’s position back to an appropriate locomotion node, so
they still move on the locomotion graph and trigger according
events, without jumping over nodes. And fourth, switching
controllers should result in a smooth transition between free
and node-based controllers. The base position and rotation
would need to gently snap back into place.
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C ONCLUSION

In summary, the evaluation has been successful, since the experiment
system provides all features needed to smoothly implement the
reference experiment. The implementation section in this paper was
not focussed on technical details, which there were far too many of
anyway, but more on presenting the system to newcomers and giving
a compact round-up of the project’s environment. Furthermore, some
approaches to statistical analysis of collected data were presented,
which should help to keep the design process of the experiment
agile. This work will hopefully prove useful in any future projects
about similar topics as an expansion of the REVEAL framework
that allows researchers to easily develop experiments in the same
environments in which commercial games take place.
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